Technical Note - EDS

Optimization of Analytical Testing in Mining and Oil & Gas
Applications
image analysis routines. However, this imaging technique
does not provide a true quantitative or compound
assessment of the grains.

Materials Challenge
Elemental analysis of drilling core sections plays an
economically significant role in the growing oil shale and
mining industries. Extracting oil from shale depends on
finding optimal drilling locations and analyzing core
samples to determine the most prolific extraction
locations.1 Mining analysts seek fast, large area and costeffective methods to study core sample features, such as
grain size and mineral composition, in order to maximize
their success in finding optimal locations. Traditional
analysis includes first using a bulk tool to determine overall
elemental composition of a core sample, followed by
secondary tools to characterize specific compound mineral
grains and their distribution. An optimized analytical
approach for increasing the effectiveness of shale location
testing would be a single technique that both analyses large
areas of a sample quickly and identifies individual grains.

•

X-Ray Diffraction analysis provides the necessary
compound associations of elements present and therefore
compound minerals such as Pyrite (FeS2) can be
determined to be present in the material. Unfortunately,
this is also a bulk technique and generates total area
fraction of the compound, but not the distribution or sizing
information helpful in characterizing the environment of
the core sample section.2

Comparison with Existing Solutions
•

•

X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) is a commonly selected tool for
determining major elements, such as iron (Fe) or sulfur (S)
present in a large area of shale drill core section. However,
the collection area using this technique includes the bulk
shale matrix, while only the grains within the matrix are
useful for determining characteristics of the optimal shale
drilling area. Therefore, much of the collection time is
spent collecting from areas that are not of interest.
Because the data is from the matrix and grains, element
weight ratios of the XRF data can only be used to infer
information on the grain chemistry.
Backscatter Electron Imaging (BSE) with a Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM) is used to visualize the grains
present in the matrix of the core shale sample. This image
signal is based on mean atomic number and as the atomic
weight increases, so does the signal intensity. For
example, an iron containing grain will have a stronger BSE
signal than a lower atomic number calcium containing
grain. Therefore, an image of individual grains is possible
and size and distribution information is calculated by

Figure 1. 2048 X 1600 pixel resolution image of the first field of view from a
10 X 10 field run, for a total of 20 K X 1.6 K pixel images in the analysis.

The EDAX Solution – Energy Dispersive
Spectroscopy (EDS) Particle Analysis with
the Octane Silicon Drift Detector (SDD)
Series
EDS analysis uses a BSE signal from the SEM to generate an
image highlighting the grains of interest from a sample and then
collects data directly from only the selected grains. This
dedicated analysis detects elements present, quantifies spectral
data and then uses a feature specific library to rapidly sort and
classify grains in shale.
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•

EDAX SDD technology generates high resolution data
even at high input count rates for collection times of less
than one second per particle or grain.

•

Data from the shale matrix, which is not of interest, is not
collected, therefore large areas can be covered quickly.

•

Spectra are collected, element peaks are identified and
quantitative weight percentages are used to match to the
compounds possible.

•

Automated software classifies data against libraries created
specifically for the compounds of interest at the fast
collection rates.

•

The software also generates information on particle sizing,
shape and area fraction, which shows the distribution of
the particle or grains of interest within the matrix shale.

•

As elements vary by drill core depth and location, miners
use this information to determine the optimal drilling
locations.

Analytical Methods & Results
Optical images of a section of an epoxy mounted and polished
shale showed the presence of grains of various sizes, color and
luster, which indicated metallic variations but this could not be
confirmed by optical analysis only. An Octane Super SDD was
then used to analyze the section in a Water Vapor Permeability
(WVP) SEM which yielded extremely fast collection rates with
high quality.

Collection Conditions
• 1.2 million X-rays per second on the particles.
• 500 kcps analytical throughput in stored data.
• Collection speeds of 0.1 second per particle.
• Spectral resolution stability even at high count rates
allows classification matching.
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Energy (keV)
Figure 4a and 4b. Example of Copper and Sulfur peaks in spectrum at 1.2 M
cps and 0.1 sec collection time. Quant results confirm the particle is Cu2S,
or more specifically, chalcocite.

Drilling or “fracking” uses the oxidization of pyrite in the shale
to degenerate it and in areas with higher concentrations of
pyrite in the shale rock, drilling becomes magnanimously
easier.3 Therefore, accurate search and classification of pyrite
is an important aspect of system performance.

Figures 2a and 2b. Individual examples of a single field of view, 1.35 X 1.055 mm with particles as small as 1.2 x 1.2 um shows the metallic particles colored
according to their key (right). Darker particles, which are lower atomic number non-metallics are not of interest for this analysis and remain unclassified (blue).
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•

Quantitative accuracy confirming compounds such as
pyrite (FeS2,) is shown in Figure 5. Other compounds were
also matched according to the class library based on the
quant results: chalcopyrite (CuFeS2) and chalcocite
(Cu2O).
Element
SK
Fe K
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54.4
45.6
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67.51
32.49

Error%
1.30%
2.50%

Compound FeS2
Figure 5. Quantitative analysis of the particles system showing extreme performance quality at 0.1 second collection time at approx. 1.5 million cps.

•

30,000+ metallic particles were analyzed in a 142 mm2 area
of the sample in a single overnight run.
Particles Analyzed:
Particles Counted:
Area Covered (sq. mm):
Stub % covered:

•

60376
62133
142.38
37.13

Data review allows particles to be sorted according to
elemental contribution and association in a ternary
diagram.

Figure 6. In this ternary view, S (red), Cu (green) and Fe (blue) were selected and each particle was displayed on the diagram according to its contribution from
each of the elements, the colors are blended accordingly and the size of the particle is also displayed. This diagram is interactive, so when clicking on the area
between S and Fe, an FeS particle will be selected and quant can be performed, leading to the FeS2 spectrum and quant above.

Conclusion
The EDAX Octane SDD Series allows super-fast collection of particulate data, collecting from only the area of interest and
omitting collection from the substrate. With collection rates in excess of 1 M cps, 10+ particles per second are collected with
sufficient signal and quality to both quantify and classify the particles of interest, quickly providing volumes of data, which can
be characterized, enabling analysts to find the optimal drilling site location.
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